ABSTRACT. Two conjectures related to the problem of finding a "large" family of approach curves along which cluster sets can be preassigned are shown to be equivalent to special cases of the normal Moore space conjecture.
that / is less than V2 on T and greater than Vi on T,. The desired separation is given by: Ul = T1 U Tj, U 2 = T2 U Y2. To prove normality of X(rQ), let Cj and C2 be disjoint closed subsets and put T, = Cj Pi T., T2 -C2 n Tq, Dj = Cj -Tj, D2 = C2 -T-. Then it is easy to see that a separation is given by: (il\ -D2) U Dj, (U2 -Dj) U D2.
The converse will be proved in stages. and let g be a function on R such that Cig, yQ) = (piCiyQ)) for eveiy y0 e FQ.
Then C(d>~lg, yQ) = C(yQ) for every y0 e T0.
The following modification of Bettazzi's construction (cf. [8, p. 319]) completes the proof of (ii): For yQ e FQ, let iflj(yQ), a2(yQ), • • • ! be a countable dense subset of C(yQ) and for each m, let / be a function such that C(f , yQ) = \a (yQ)\ for every y. e FQ. Next, let the sequence of annuli A = \p: l/in + l) < |p| < l/n\, n = 1, 2, • • • , be partitioned into a denumerable number of subsequences. Finally, define fip) = / ip) on the annuli from the mth subsequence to get Cif, yn) = Ciy.) tor every yn e F-. We turn now to the more basic nonintersecting truncation problem of To each family (5, m) associate a "picket fence space" XiS, m) as
Proof of (iii

